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Campus Visions of Maximum Student Enrollment Under Ideal Support Circumstances

Systemwide Report
Informs Political Discourse
Not a Long-Range Plan
Basic Questions

Optimal Size?
Resources Needed?
Long Range Enrollment Plan Modeling Results

- Undergraduates
- Graduates
- Health Sciences
- SSP Graduates
- Summer

LRDP Max
Issue

Is there an appetite for growth beyond 40,000 students if appropriate State resources are available?
Enrollment of Public AAUs
Academic Year 2014-15

Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment data, various years; AAUDE Data Warehouse queried on 02/08/17.
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Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment data, various years; AAUDE Data Warehouse queried on 02/08/17.
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Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment data, various years; AAUDE Data Warehouse queried on 02/08/17.
Assumptions and Principles

• Maintain Quality
• PhD Students 12% of Undergraduates
• 2:1 Frosh-to-Transfer Ratio
• Up to 20% Non-Resident
• Resources will Fill the Gap
• Resources for Growth
• Student-to-Faculty Ratio
• Others?
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